Reception
Bloggers/Twitterstorians

Description
A highlight of the annual meeting is the opportunity for attendees to meet
in person with historians they’ve previously only connected with through
social media. This popular reception celebrates the wide-spread presence
of historians in the virtual world. RESERVED

Committee on Minority Historians

Help grow the diversity of AHA membership at a reception for minority
historians that emphasizes mentorship across generations. RESERVED
Support scholars attending our popular Getting Started in Digital History
workshop, that lets beginners get a good handle on digital history and
gives returning intermediate attendees the chance to learn new skills in a
comfortable, approachable environment.
An event to promote networking among history graduate students – mostly
PhD candidates, but some pre-qualification students and master’s students.
This is a great opportunity for a sponsor who wants to reach an audience
interested in job searching, publishing, and networking.
Welcome K-12 educators attending the meeting with a dedicated reception
for socializing and networking. RESERVED
A reception for LGBTQ historians, historians of LGBTQ history, and their
allies. RESERVED
The National History Center of the American Historical Association
provides a venue in the nation's capital for all who care about the human
past to make history an essential part of public conversations about current
events and the shared futures of the United States and the wider world.
This reception invites attendees to meet with NHC staff, learn more about
programing, and have informal discussion about ways to advance history
in public life.
A gathering for AHA attendees who work in or are interested in public
history. This is a popular yearly event for museum staff, archivists, digital
historians, and teachers to discuss their common interests. RESERVED
This event will help those who are interested in teaching and learning to
find each other, build strong professional networks, and advance the cause
of teaching and learning issues among the larger community of
historians. RESERVED
Faculty at community colleges are invited to network and socialize at a
special reception for them and their colleagues.

Digital History Workshop

Graduate Students

K-12 Educators Reception
LGBTQ
National History Center

Public Historians
Teaching and Learning Networking event

Two-Year College Faculty
Undergraduate Students

For the first time, the AHA will host a reception welcoming undergraduate
history students. RESERVED

K-12 Workshop

This interactive workshop will begin with a keynote and be followed by a
primary source analysis workshop, drawing on documents in a variety of
media from the collections of the Library.
This annual networking breakfast provides an exciting and unique
opportunity to meet scholars across generations working in all fields.

Committee on Gender Equity Breakfast

